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The best and most beautiful things in the world cannot be seen or even touched - they
must be felt with the heart…………..Helen Keller

Creative Activities For Kids To Do During COVID-19
Create Your Own Puzzle
You don’t even need a pair of scissors to make your own puzzle, as long as you already have puzzles at
home. All you need is crayons, markers or paint.
Create your own puzzle by simply using the other side of a puzzle you have (it’s usually blank cardboard) to
draw or paint your own picture. First, you’ll need to put the original puzzle together, then carefully flip it over.
Draw your complete picture, take a picture of it to reference, then break the puzzle apart and build it back using
your image instead.
Make it even more difficult by drawing on the separate pieces first, then trying to put the puzzle together
without knowing what it will look like until the end.
Make Superhero Capes
Before you make your capes, talk to your kids about their
talents and how they can use them to be superheroes. Then,
think of a superhero name and logo that has to do with their
talents and create your cape!
To make yours, grab an old T-shirt and cut everything below
the collar – only halfway around – to keep the collar intact.
Once you cut halfway around the collar, cut down the back of
the shirt on both sides to create the cape.
Basically, you’re leaving the full collar and back of the shirt
intact and cutting away the rest. Then, design your cape using
markers or fabric paint.
Train Like A Spy
All spies need to know how to work their way through a laser beam maze. Have kids train like spies by making
your own maze down a hallway of your home. Using Command strips or painter’s tape, string crepe paper or
yarn from one wall to the other across the hall.
Go back and forth until you create a maze of “laser beams” they must navigate without touching. If they touch a
beam, they must start over.
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